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Abstract

To date, limited data are available regarding the inter-site consistency of test-retest reproducibility of
functional connectivity measurements, in particular with regards to integrity of the default mode
network (DMN) in elderly participants. We implemented a harmonized resting-state fMRI protocol
on 13 clinical scanners at 3.0 Tesla using vendor-provided sequences. Each site scanned twice a group
of 5 healthy elderly participants at least a week apart. We evaluated inter-site differences and testretest reproducibility of both temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) and functional connectivity
measurements derived from: i) seed-based analysis (SBA) with seed in the posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), ii) group independent component analysis (ICA) separately for each site (site ICA), and iii)
consortium ICA, with group ICA across the whole consortium. Despite protocol harmonization,
significant and quantitatively important inter-site differences remained in the tSNR of resting-state
fMRI data; these were plausibly driven by hardware and pulse sequence differences across scanners
which could not be harmonized. Nevertheless, the tSNR test-retest reproducibility in the consortium
was high (ICC=0.81). The DMN was consistently extracted across all sites and analysis methods.
While significant inter-site differences in connectivity scores were found, there were no differences
in the associated test-retest error. Overall, ICA measurements were more reliable than PCC-SBA,
with site ICA showing higher reproducibility than consortium ICA. Across the DMN nodes, the PCC
yielded the most reliable measurements (4% test-retest error, ICC=0.85), the medial frontal cortex
the least reliable (12%, ICC=0.82) and the lateral parietal cortices were in between (site ICA).
Altogether these findings support usage of harmonized multisite studies of resting-state functional
connectivity to characterize longitudinal effects in studies that assess disease progression and
treatment response.

1

Introduction

Functional connectivity, i.e. resting-state activity synchronization, among the constituent
nodes of the Default Mode Network (DMN) (Gusnard and Raichle, 2001, Greicius et al., 2003, Fox
and Raichle, 2007, Buckner et al., 2008) is sensitive to normal ageing and neuropsychiatric disease
(Bassett and Bullmore, 2009, Rosazza and Minati, 2011, Anticevic et al., 2012, Damoiseaux, 2012,
Castellanos et al., 2013, Pievani et al., 2014). Longitudinal assessment of DMN connectivity is
therefore of interest as a potential biomarker of disease prediction/progression and treatment response
(Persson et al., 2014). Despite the associated technical and logistical challenges, multicenter
longitudinal studies are particularly attractive as they allow the acquisition of large datasets over
diverse populations while distributing load across consortium participants (Van Horn and Toga,
2009).
The sensitivity of longitudinal studies is often limited by between-sessions test-retest
reproducibility of the parameter(s) of interest (Atkinson et al., 2001, Castellanos et al., 2013). As
recently reviewed, several factors can affect the test-retest reproducibility of DMN connectivity
measurements at a single-site level, including demographics, psychophysiological state, scanner
hardware, pulse sequence settings, data preprocessing and analysis methods. Nevertheless, single-site
studies have indicated that the between-sessions test-retest reproducibility of the DMN is fair, and
that DMN functional connectivity measurements may therefore deserve consideration as a functional
biomarker in longitudinal studies (Zuo and Xing, 2014). However, the reproducibility from single
sites using different MRI systems, different acquisition protocol details and different analysis
methods cannot necessarily be extrapolated to the reproducibility that may be found in a consortium
using a harmonized acquisition and analysis protocol.
In fact, until very recently, limited multisite resting-state fMRI data have been available,
making it difficult to evaluate the consistency of test-retest reproducibility of DMN connectivity. This

is an important shortcoming, because heterogeneous reproducibility can bias and severely limit the
power of multisite longitudinal investigations. The Consortium for Reliability and Reproducibility
(CoRR: http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/CoRR/html/index.html) is a very recent effort which
aims at addressing these limitations by creating and maintaining a public repository for resting state
fMRI reproducibility data (Zuo et al., 2014).
Comparisons between identical 3.0 T scanners conducted on healthy participants have not
revealed significant differences in temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR), in the default mode and
attention networks (Huang et al., 2012), nor in graph–based connectivity parameters (Braun et al.,
2012). Unfortunately, such studies do not reflect the fact that multi-site investigations, almost
invariably, involve multiple scanner configurations (models and vendors) having heterogeneous
hardware performance (number of channels, RF noise factor, gradient strength, etc.) and software
settings (pulse sequence design, reconstruction and filtering parameters etc.).
There also remains some controversy around which data analysis method is preferable to
measure DMN connectivity in multisite settings. Since its inception in seminal work demonstrating
intrinsic functional connectivity in the resting brain (Biswal et al., 1995), seed based analysis (SBA)
has remained a popular choice. The precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) play a pivotal
role in DMN connectivity, and as such consideration of the blood-oxygen level-dependent signal
(BOLD) average time-course from the PCC robustly characterizes the DMN at a single subject level
(Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007, Buckner et al., 2008, Fransson and Marrelec, 2008). An alternative
method not involving anatomical priors is independent component analysis (ICA) (Calhoun et al.,
2001, ta et al., 2005). While this method is arguably more robust than SBA to physiological and
movement-related noise, choice of the number of spatial components is not trivial and may entail a
trade-off between avoiding splitting the DMN over multiple components and avoiding merging of
unrelated networks. Diverse implementations of ICA are available and give comparable results in
single-site studies conducted mostly on healthy young participants (Shehzad et al., 2009, Meindl et
al., 2010, Van Dijk et al., 2010, Zuo et al., 2010, Li et al., 2012), but to our knowledge no data are

available regarding the test-retest reproducibility of ICA-derived DMN measurements in multisite
studies of elderly subjects.
Predicated on the above, we set out to: i) implement a harmonized international multi-site 3.0
Tesla MRI data acquisition protocol for resting-state fMRI (13 sites in 6 European countries, covering
3 common scanner vendors and a 8 different scanner models), ii) acquire across-session test-retest
data (at least one week apart) on healthy elderly participants (5 per site), and iii) evaluate the betweensession reproducibility of tSNR and DMN functional connectivity measured using ICA and SBA. For
ICA, group analysis was performed both at single-site level (separate decomposition and backreconstruction for each site) and at consortium level (pooling all sites together).

2

Materials and Methods
Participant demographics, study design and data preparation steps have been described in

recent morphometry (Jovicich et al., 2013) and diffusion (Jovicich et al., 2014) studies from the
PharmaCog project, but are repeated here following applicable updates. The test-retest raw data from
this study are publicly available (https://neugrid4you.eu/).

2.1

Participants
Thirteen sites across Italy (Verona, Genoa, Rome, Chieti, Perugia and Naples), Spain

(Barcelona), France (Marseille, Lille, and Toulouse), Germany (Essen, Leipzig), Greece
(Thessaloniki) and the Netherlands (Amsterdam) provided imaging data. Each site recruited 5
participants in the age range 50-80 years, who underwent two imaging sessions 7-60 days apart at the
same site. This short test-retest interval minimized potential biological changes, allowing us to
specifically address the reproducibility error inherent in the measurement techniques. Participant
demographics and test-retest interval are reported in Table 1. All participants had no history of
psychiatric, neurological or systemic disease, were Caucasian and provided written informed consent

following procedures approved by the local institutional review board of the institution where
scanning was performed. Detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria are described elsewhere (Jovicich
et al., 2014).

2.2

Data acquisition
Scanner vendors, models and software versions are listed in Table 1. While each session

involved a range of structural imaging sequences, for this study we only utilized the volumetric T1
series (Jovicich et al., 2013) and the resting state echo-planar imaging acquisitions. For EPI
acquisitions, implemented with manufacturer-provided single-shot sequences, the following
parameters could be set identically at all sites: nominal voxel size 3 x 3 x 3 mm 3, TE = 30 ms, TR =
2.7 s,  = 85 (Ernst angle), bicommissural orientation with interleaved slice order (equidistant on
Philips, default interleaved on GE and Siemens, but see Table 1 for unexpected variations to this
prescription), 0.45 mm slice gap, 40 slices, 200 volumes, no parallel imaging. The TR was set to
smallest common value attainable across all scanners. Acquisition time was 9 min, a duration known
from previous work to yield reproducible connectivity results (Van Dijk et al., 2010, Birn et al., 2013,
Liao et al., 2013, Zuo et al., 2013). Participants were instructed to relax, keep their eyes closed and
try to avoid engaging into any thinking.
Some acquisition parameters including head RF coil design, pulse sequence and fat
suppression method were impossible to standardize due to inherent system differences; these
parameters were thus determined separately for each scanner and are reported in Table 1. Images
were reconstructed and exported disabling any additional user-controllable filtering steps, where
applicable combining channels using the sum-of-squares method.
Before acquiring brain data, each site run a baseline test using fBIRN agar phantoms
(Friedman and Glover, 2006a), distributed centrally and kept at each acquisition site (Glover et al.,
2012). All sites were requested to perform 5 acquisitions at a 1 week interval, each of which consisted

of two repetitions of the same rsfMRI protocol used for the participants: the first to warm up gradient
coils, and the second for actual measurement; for operational reasons, 2 sites (no. 11 and 13)
performed only 3 acquisitions, 1 site (no. 6) performed 4 acquisitions, and 6 sites performed more
than 5 acquisitions.
Data were anonimized and stored as previously described (Jovicich et al., 2013, Jovicich et
al., 2014).

2.3

Phantom tSNR analysis
Scanner stability metrics were derived from those proposed by the fBIRN Consortium

(Friedman and Glover, 2006a, Glover et al., 2012). All scanners passed the tests. For brevity here we
focus on phantom tSNR, defined as the voxel-wise functional image intensity mean along the linearly
detrended time course (first 4 volumes eliminated to allow for steady state equilibrium) divided by
the temporal standard deviation, finally averaged across voxels on a region-of-interest positioned
centrally (20x20 pixels, central phantom slice). This represents a well-accepted measure of temporal
stability having direct relevance to resting-state fMRI analyses (Parrish et al., 2000, LaBar et al.,
2001). For the purpose of correlation with brain data, tSNR measurements from all valid phantom
sessions were combined. Given the variable number of data-points per site, reproducibility was
estimated over all possible combinations of measurements per site.

2.4

Brain data preprocessing and tSNR measurement
Data were preprocessed according to the pipeline detailed in Figure 1, which involved SPM8

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) running under Matlab R2012a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick
MA, USA) and code developed in-house. These steps consisted of slice-timing correction (according
to site-specific assumed order, as detailed in Table 1), rigid-body realignment and removal of
movement-susceptibility interactions, subtraction of baseline fluctuations via fitting a fourth-order

polynomial, low-pass filtering using a second-order Butterworth filter having f-3dB=0.09 Hz, removal
of covariance with the 6 first-order head movement vectors (translations and rotations) and with
average white matter and cerebrospinal fluid signals derived from individual tissue masks derived
from the structural scan. Nuisance regressors were temporally filtered as above. Head movement
magnitude was quantified as median frame-to-frame displacement.
To avoid interpolation artifacts, voxel-wise human brain tSNR maps were calculated in native
space on the filtered time-series and thereafter warped to MNI space alongside the EPI volumes by
applying a non-linear transform determined from the average EPI volume and SPM8’s built-in EPI
template (resolution 2x2x2 mm3). The average whole-brain tSNR over the individual gray matter
mask for each scan was calculated. Prior to further analyses, the normalized EPI volumes were
spatially smoothed through a Gaussian kernel having 8 mm full width at half-maximum (Figure 1).

2.5

Seed-based and independent component analysis (SBA, ICA)
Seed-based analysis (SBA, flowchart in Figure 1) was performed as a fixed-effect group

analysis based on the average time-course calculated from a non-spherical seed located in precuneus
and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). For consistency with ICA, the same temporal preprocessing
step was applied, i.e. mean removal per time-point, and spatial maps were transformed into z-scores
(Figure 1). SBA was performed separately considering two seed masks: 1) one having MNI centroid
coordinates [0, -50, 28] mm, volume 27 ml and derived from an independent dataset of healthy
participants (Rosazza and Minati, 2011, Rosazza et al., 2012), 2) one having MNI centroid
coordinates [0, -60, 28] mm, volume 27 ml and derived from the aggregate DMN component
generated by consortium ICA10, thresholded at z>6.6 to yield a matched seed volume. The two seed
masks are shown overlapped in Supplementary Figure 1. While the atlas mask avoided issues of
circularity and was derived from a homogeneous sample, the ICA mask represented a better match to
our data in terms of participant age and scanner field strength.

Independent component analysis (ICA, flowchart in Figure 1) was performed using
GroupICAT/GIFT V.3.0a, separately extracting 10 and 20 independent components (Calhoun et al.,
2001). Decomposition in a larger number of components was not attempted as results with 20
components were significantly worse than those with 10 components (see results section), and an
even larger number of components would have resulted in substantial DMN splitting as detailed
elsewhere (Abou-Elseoud et al., 2010, Zuo et al., 2010). ICA was computed in two ways: 1) separately
for each site, i.e. combining test and retest sessions for 5 participants (thereafter: site ICA), and 2)
combining all 65 participants and sessions in a single analysis (consortium ICA). In both cases, the
spatial maps used for measurement were transformed to z-scores. The group DMN was automatically
identified based on maximization of number of significantly correlated voxels at z>4 on the aggregate
component in the four main DMN constituent regions; the result of automatic identification always
agreed with expert operator inspection. Single-subject and session DMN were obtained by backreconstruction using the GICA algorithm (Calhoun et al., 2001).
The aggregate DMN component from consortium ICA thresholded at z>4 was furthermore
used as mask for all connectivity strength measurements in the main nodes: medial prefrontal cortex
(MFC), precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), left and right parietal cortex (LPC and RPC,
respectively). This choice was motivated by the need to obtain high-quality regions-of-interest
representative of the cohort under study. Usage of data from another study for this purpose would
have resulted in less reliable measurements due to the lower topographical overlap following different
acquisition parameters, and determining the regions for measurement in this manner did not result in
circularity since the measurements were performed at the level of single participants and sessions,
while the regions were defined once for all based on the aggregated group data.
For each participant and session, SBA yielded three variables, namely average z-score in
LPC, RPC and MFC; site and consortium ICA each yielded four variables, namely average z-score
in PCC, LPC, RPC and MFC.

2. 6

Statistical analysis

Inter-site tSNR differences were separately tested for phantom and brain data using the
Kruskall-Wallis test. Inter-site differences in DMN functional connectivity were similarly evaluated,
separately for the four nodes (PCC, MFC, RPC and LPC) and three analysis methods (site ICA,
consortium ICA and SBA). These comparisons were performed on test-session data. The test-retest
reproducibility of these variables, expressed as absolute percent difference between test and retest,
was also compared.
The consortium-level reproducibility of each variable was quantified via the intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC) for degree of absolute agreement (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) following
rank-order data transformation (McGraw and Wong, 1996). Further, to assess voxel-wise spatial testretest reproducibility the congruence between test-retest DMN spatial distribution was measured
using the Jaccard similarity coefficient, setting z>2 as voxel thresholds for SBA and ICA.
All correlations were evaluated non parametrically using Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient and the significance level was set to p<0.05 for all tests.

3

Results

The interval between test and retest scans ranged between 7-69 days, median 14 days. The
following protocol deviations were detected: 1) Site 01 scanned one participant with incorrect TR
(2.3 s) in both test and retest sessions, and one participant with different TRs between across sessions
(test: 2.3 s, retest: 2.7 s); 2) Site 11 scanned two participants (4 and 5) with inconsistent voxel size
across (test: 3.5x3.5x4.0, retest: 3x3x3 mm3); 3) Site 13 consistently used an in-plane voxel size of
3.37x3.37 mm2 and sequential ascending slice order; 4) Sites 7 and 8 performed interleaved ascending

acquisitions with a pitch of 6 six slices (instead of 2). We took a conservative approach and did not
reject the above datasets, with consideration to the fact that such protocol deviations are common in
multicentric studies and may only bias the results towards worse reproducibility.
Given that site ICA with 20 components yielded substantially lower connectivity and
reproducibility scores than site ICA with 10 components (Table 2), for brevity we did not take that
analysis further and only report findings from ICA with 10 components. With this setting, the DMN
was reliably extracted and beyond the four main nodes only small and weaker clusters of correlated
activity were observed bilaterally in the medial and lateral temporal lobe, and in the middle frontal
gyrus (Supplementary Figure 2). Similarly, given that PCC SBA with the seed mask derived from the
consortium ICA yielded slightly worse results compared to using the seed from the previous study
(Table 3), that analysis was not taken further; corresponding spatial maps are, however, visible in
Supplementary Figure 3.

3.1

Phantom and brain tSNR, head movement

Significant differences in phantom tSNR were detected across sites (Figure 2a; 2=70,
p<0.001), following a pattern clearly related to number of receive coils and fat suppression method
(Table 1); the corresponding test-retest error was also significantly heterogeneous, but the inter-site
differences followed a different distribution and should be interpreted cautiously given the
heterogeneous number of data points (Figure 2b; 2=91, p<0.001). Across sites equipped with
Siemens and Philips scanners, the tSNR was lowest where a birdcage coil was used (Site 01),
comparable for sites using 8 or 12 receive channels and fat saturation pulses, and highest at the site
equipped with a 20-channel receive coil (Site 05). The three GE sites (all using 8-channel coils) were
associated with higher phantom tSNR, plausibly due to usage of spectral-spatial RF pulses for water
only excitation; these pulses produce broader slice profiles and therefore yield slightly larger effective

voxel volumes, as well as to usage of a Fermi filter on the raw k-space data, reducing temporal noise
(Glover et al., 2012).
Across sites, brain GM tSNR values were in the range 58-218, median 118, with significant
inter-site differences (Figure 2c; 2=34, p=0.001) which were, at the level of site medians, positively
correlated to phantom tSNR (Figure 2e; =0.69, p=0.01), suggesting that they were driven primarily
by acquisition settings rather than participant characteristics (Figure 3). The test-retest reproducibility
error of brain tSNR was not significantly different across sites (Figure 2d; p=0.1), with pooled site
median 8%, site median range 2-13%, and the reproducibility was high, with ICC=0.81 (C.I. 0.700.88).
Head movement, quantified as median frame-to-frame displacement, was constrained, having
test session site median 0.07 mm, site median range 0.03-0.11 mm (Supplementary Figure 4); there
was a significant difference in test-session movement across sites (2=22, p=0.04), but test-retest
movement reproducibility was similar (p=0.1).

3.2

Inter-site consistency of DMN functional connectivity measures

Compared to the substantial inter-site brain tSNR variability, DMN maps and associated
regional functional connectivity measures derived from ICA and SBA appeared relatively consistent
(Figures 3 and 4); similarly, site and consortium maps, as well as the two SBA maps derived from
the atlas and ICA seeds, appeared strongly consistent (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3).
For site ICA, there were significant inter-site effects in test-session ICA z-score for PCC
(2=41, p<0.001), MFC (2=40, p<0.001), RPC (2=35, p=0.001) and LPC (2=46, p<0.001). These
differences were substantially reduced for consortium ICA, which abolished site effects for PCC and
MFC (p=0.2 and 0.08 respectively) and yielded weaker effects for LPC (2=37, p<0.001) and RPC
(2=23, p=0.03). While significant, these differences were overall quantitatively much smaller than

those observed for tSNR. There were no significant site effects for SBA z-scores for MFC or RPC
(p=0.1 and 0.3 respectively), with only a weak effect for LPC (2=25, p=0.01) however this was
primarily due to larger intra-site variation than ICA, rather than small inter-site differences.
Notably, site ICA, consortium ICA and SBA yielded regional connectivity measurements that
were strongly correlated to one another (Supplementary Figure 5).

3.3

Inter-site consistency of reproducibility of DMN functional connectivity measures

Test-retest reproducibility, expressed as absolute percent magnitude error, was not different
across sites for any of the measures under consideration (Figure 5; p0.07 for site ICA, p0.1 for
consortium ICA and p0.06 for SBA). Accordingly, we did not find significant correlations between
test-retest reproducibility and brain tSNR except for SBA z-score in LPR (=-0.33, p=0.006).
However, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed significant differences among data analysis
methods, wherein SBA was associated with larger test-retest error (p0.001) and no consistent
differences were found between site- and consortium ICA (Table 4). Across the four DMN nodes
under consideration, the PCC was associated with best measurement reproducibility (4% test-retest
error with both ICA methods).
Further analysis based on ICC measurement on pooled data from all sites confirmed these
findings, with higher ICC for site ICA than SBA and intermediate results for consortium ICA (Table
5).
Spatial test-retest reproducibility assessed with the Jaccard index between test and retest also
confirmed different performance of the three methods, with median 0.62, 0.60 and 0.43 for site ICA,
consortium ICA and SBA respectively; SBA performed significantly worse than ICA (p<0.001),
without a significant difference between the two ICA implementations (p=0.8). The Jaccard index

was positively correlated with tSNR for site (=0.41, p<0.001) and consortium ICA (=0.37,
p=0.003), and for SBA (=0.29, p=0.02).

3.4. Other resting state network components

We additionally considered four components beyond the DMN which were identifiable on the
consortium ICA10 spatial maps: left fronto-parietal, bilateral temporo-parietal, bilateral sensorymotor and visual/occipital (Figure 6). For these components, the mean z-score was calculated over
all regions included in a mask generated by thresholding at z>4 the aggregate component. For all of
them except the last, significant inter-site differences were found (p0.01), however the
reproducibility was always consistent across sites (Table 6).

4

Discussion
The main study findings are as follows: 1) Despite careful harmonization of the fMRI

acquisition protocol, strong phantom and brain tSNR differences remain across sites; 2) Regardless
of inhomogeneous tSNR, the DMN is always detected, albeit with some significant differences in
regional functional connectivity metrics across sites; 3) Regardless of the inhomogeneous tSNR, the
relative test-retest reproducibility error of regional functional connectivity metrics is rather consistent
across sites; 4) Across the four main DMN nodes, the PCC shows strongest connectivity and lowest
test-retest reproducibility error; 5) ICA appears to yield more reliable DMN connectivity
measurements relative to SBA.

Temporal SNR: variable due to MRI system differences but reproducible
Across sites the median tSNR in phantom series was 200, in agreement with previous reports
(Friedman and Glover, 2006b). Inter-site differences were primarily driven by number of receive coils

and fat suppression method. All sites using Siemens and Philips equipment used fat saturation pulses,
and across these sites the effect of number of receive channels was well-evident: lowest tSNR for
birdcage coil, similar tSNR for 8- and 12-channel coils, highest tSNR for 20 channels. The GEequipped sites used spectral water-only excitation pulses, which knowingly yield broader slice
profiles and consequently larger effective voxel size (Glover et al., 2012); the tSNR was therefore
higher than for Philips and Siemens systems equipped with comparable 8-channel receive coils and
having similar acquisition parameters.
Brain tSNR comparisons across studies are challenging due to influence of a multitude of
factors, including MRI hardware (number of channels, RF noise factor etc.), pulse sequence settings,
pre-processing pipeline and brain areas selected for measurement (Triantafyllou et al., 2005,
Bellgowan et al., 2006, Triantafyllou et al., 2006, Triantafyllou et al., 2011). Here, we quantified
tSNR at the end of the preprocessing pipeline and averaged it over the whole-brain gray matter mask;
this yielded median tSNR120, which varied significantly across sites. The variability potentially
resulted from the superposition of MRI system and random participant differences, exacerbated by
the relatively small number of participants scanned at each site. To disentangle the two aspects, we
correlated the brain and phantom measures and found a moderate positive correlation, which
suggested that even in-vivo, inter-site tSNR differences are primarily driven by MRI system
parameters.
Notably, across sites the tSNR reproducibility for brain data was good (median error 7%,
ICC=0.81), in agreement with previous single-site reports (Huang et al., 2012).

Functional connectivity strength: relatively consistent despite heterogeneous tSNR
All analysis methods (PCC-SBA, site ICA and consortium ICA) revealed synchronized
activity in the key DMN constituent regions (Raichle et al., 2001, Greicius et al., 2003, Buckner et
al., 2008). While there were significant inter-site differences in regional connectivity measurements,

particularly for site ICA and SBA, these appeared relatively constrained compared to the much larger
tSNR discrepancy; furthermore, these differences were attenuated and in some cases not significant
for consortium ICA.
In agreement with previous work, we found that although SBA- and ICA-derived estimates
of regional connectivity are quantitatively different, they are strongly correlated (Van Dijk et al.,
2010).
These findings are in agreement with those of largest multi-site study of resting state fMRI
data, the 1000 Functional Connectomes Project (Biswal et al., 2010), wherein no harmonization was
attempted (Biswal et al., 2010).

Test-retest reproducibility: consistent across sites but ICA is more reliable than SBA
Two previous studies have evaluated between-session reproducibility of DMN functional
connectivity over scans performed several months apart and analyzed using PCC-SBA (Shehzad et
al., 2009) and ICA (Zuo et al., 2010) on the same data (3.0T, 26 healthy young participants). While
ICA and SBA results were not directly compared, in line with our findings PCC measurements
yielded highest test-retest reproducibility and the ICC was in the range 0.45-0.65. One difference with
(Zuo et al., 2010) is that they used 20 ICA components, which caused DMN splitting and consequent
ambiguity in DMN identification; here, decomposition in 10 components was found to consistently
group the main DMN nodes in a single component, which was highly consistent across sites and
allowed reliable automatic detection (Rosazza and Minati, 2011); notably, this choice may not be
ideal if the purpose is to reliably extract multiple components.
Our findings are also in line with those of Meindl et al. (2010), who investigated the test-retest
reproducibility of DMN activation patterns (3.0T, 18 healthy young participants) using ICA and
concluded that PCC measurements yield the highest inter-session agreement. Another study (Li et al.,
2012) directly compared the test-retest reproducibility of SBA and ICA on the same dataset (3.0T, 32

healthy young participants, two scans 2 months apart). Compared to our findings, they reported
similar ICC values for SBA but lower reproducibility for ICA; this difference is ascribed to
preprocessing and analysis settings, given that Li et al. (2012) extracted the DMN with single-subject
ICA concatenation (two sessions). Our Jaccard spatial overlap measurements are in line with those
of a previous DMN reproducibility study (3.0 T, 6 healthy young participants), wherein moderate
reproducibility, namely 45% spatial overlap, was reported (Van Dijk et al., 2010).
To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first report suggesting that the test-retest reproducibility
of ICA is superior to that of PCC-SBA. We tentatively interpret this finding as a consequence of the
fact that ICA, being a data-driven method, is particularly effective at removing signal sources which
are unrelated to DMN activity and negatively bias the test-retest reproducibility, such as variations in
systemic physiological state (Beckmann et al., 2005). However any comparison between ICA and
SBA techniques should be interpreted with caution, given that they are inherently different and
affected by distinct factors. We further found that performing group ICA at site level yielded similar
percent absolute error reproducibility but higher ICC than consortium-level analysis. The superiority
of SBA scores obtained using a seed mask from a different, previous study is unexpected but is
ascribed to the incomplete overlap between the two seed masks under consideration (Supplementary
Figure 1); it is possible that in our consortium ICA-level analysis, the substantial heterogeneity among
sites impaired the extraction of an accurate spatial map compared with the homogeneous sample of
(Rosazza and Minati, 2011).

Limitations and future directions
General study design limitations have already been discussed in recent morphometry
(Jovicich et al., 2013) and diffusion (Jovicich et al., 2014) investigations from the same consortium,
in particular with regards to the fact that different participants were studied at each site and that the
number of participants (five) per site was rather low, making it difficult to disentangle scanner-driven

inter-site differences and sampling effects. Another limitation is that the test-retest repeatability was
estimated from two sessions only, which could lead to variability underestimation.
Recent studies on young healthy participants have demonstrated that DMN connectivity is
sensitive to circadian rhythm, with gradually reduced synchronization from morning to afternoon
(Blautzik et al., 2013, Hodkinson et al., 2014). This suggests that test-retest reproducibility could be
higher following standardization of acquisition time, particularly in the morning when connectivity
is strongest. We did not find a significant effect of acquisition time, but this may be due to limited
power as only 10 participants underwent test and retest acquisitions at different times of the day
(morning/afternoon).
The standardization of acquisition parameters unavoidably came with a cost, in that vendorspecific optimized techniques could not be applied. In particular, the fastest common acquisition rate
allowing full brain coverage (TR=2.7s) was relatively low compared to recent studies which have
shown that shorter TRs (<1s) offer improved sensitivity and specificity of functional connectivity
characterization (Feinberg et al., 2010, Smith et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2013, Kalcher et al., 2014). At
present, multiband acquisition sequences delivering such short TR are not yet widely available,
particularly at sites without vendor research agreements, hence multisite studies are difficult to realize
with these techniques.
Due to its relevance to Alzheimer’s disease, this study focused on assessing the
reproducibility of DMN functional connectivity measurements (Buckner, 2013, Pievani et al., 2014);
while it appears plausible that the results may generalize to other networks, this should be confirmed
in future studies undertaken using this freely available dataset or other data. Our preliminary data on
other networks beyond the DMN suggest that this is the case. Further, we restricted analyses to SBA
and ICA as these are the most common data analytic techniques in use to date for clinical studies, but
graph-theoretical measurements of network architecture are also gaining ground, and may offer
improved sensitivity to pathological change (Friston, 2011, van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013, Sporns,

2014, Stam, 2014); future multisite studies should therefore also investigate the test-retest
reproducibility of graph-derived metrics.
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Conclusions
The test-retest reproducibility of DMN functional connectivity as measured by ICA and PCC-

SBA is consistent across sites despite highly heterogeneous tSNR due to hardware and pulse sequence
differences; furthermore, site-by-site and consortium ICA give more reliable measurements of DMN
functional connectivity than SBA. These findings support consideration of resting-state fMRI as a
functional biomarker in multicentric longitudinal studies.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Data preprocessing pipeline. See “Brain data pre-processing and tSNR measurement” for
details.

Figure 2. Comparison of phantom and whole-brain gray-matter tSNR: inter-site differences in
phantom tSNR (a), corresponding test-retest percent phantom tSNR reproducibility (b), and inter-site
differences in whole-brain tSNR averaged over each subject’s gray-matter mask (c), corresponding
test-retest percent whole-brain gray-matter tSNR reproducibility (d), and correlation between
phantom and brain tSNR at the level of site medians (e). Central mark: median, edges: 25%/75%,
whiskers: range, isolated points: outliers.

Figure 3. Statistical parametric maps for tSNR (top), PCC-SBA (middle), and site ICA with 10
components (bottom). Group average maps are presented, and for PCC-SBA and site ICA a threshold
of z>1 was applied for visualization purposes. Regions-of-interest for connectivity measurement were
obtained by thresholding at z>4 the aggregate DMN component from consortium ICA (not shown for
brevity, see Supplementary Figures 2 and 3). Central mark: median, edges: 25%/75%, whiskers:
range, isolated points: outliers.

Figure 4. Regional functional connectivity measures for the DMN nodes (PCC: precuneus and
posterior cingulate cortex; LPC: left parietal cortex; RPC: right parietal cortex; and MFC: medial
frontal cortex) as determined using site ICA, consortium ICA and PCC-SBA. Central mark: median,
edges: 25%/75%, whiskers: range, isolated points: outliers.

Figure 5. Test-retest reproducibility error, expressed as absolute percent difference, of regional
functional connectivity measures for the DMN nodes (PCC: precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex;
LPC: left parietal cortex; RPC: right parietal cortex; and MFC: medial frontal cortex), as determined
using site ICA, consortium ICA and PCC-SBA. Central mark: median, edges: 25%/75%, whiskers:
range, isolated points: outliers.

Figure 6. Neural activity components identified on the consortium ICA10: a) default-mode network,
b) left fronto-parietal, c) bilateral temporo-parietal, d) bilateral sensory-motor and e) visual/occipital.
Bar charts show corresponding mean z-scores (calculated over the entire components, masked
thresholding the aggregate component at z>4) and test-retest error.

Supplementary Figure 1. Seed masks delineating the precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), derived 1) from a previous study (red: 40 healthy, young participants, 1.5 T field strength,
threshold t>2, volume 27 ml) or 2) (blue: from the PCC cluster yielded by GICA in Consortium
ICA10, threshold z>6.6, volume 28 ml; see text for further details). Orthogonal sections are presented
for MNI x=-6, y=-58, z=22 mm.

Supplementary Figure 2. Comparison of the DMN component extracted with site ICA10, site
ICA20, consortium ICA10 and consortium ICA20. Group average z-scores are shown, and a
threshold of z>1 was applied for visualization purposes. Axial slices are presented for MNI z=-32, 22 … 68 mm.

Supplementary Figure 3. Site-by-site comparison of spatial maps from a) PCC-SBA with seed mask
from previous study, b) PCC-SBA with seed mask from consortium ICA10 DMN component, c) Site
ICA10, d) Consortium ICA10. Group average z-scores are shown, and a threshold of z>1 was applied
for visualization purposes.

Supplementary Figure 4. Median frame-to-frame head movement for test and retest sessions.
Central mark: median, edges: 25%/75%, whiskers: range, isolated points: outliers.

Supplementary Figure 5. Scatter-plots for correlations among site ICA10, consortium ICA10 and
PCC-SBA separately for the four DMN nodes, PCC: precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex;
LPC: left parietal cortex; RPC: right parietal cortex; and MFC: medial frontal cortex. Spearman
rank-order correlation coefficients () are given.
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